Al-Ahli Stadium Dubai
Dubai is setting standards in every regard. It‘s no wonder then that the metropolis of United Arab Emirates also has one of the most modern stadiums in the
kingdom – and with Al-Ahli Dubai – an especially successful football club. The
club, which was founded in 1970, and plays in the professional league and has
won numerous cups and crowns even won the Double in 1975.
Naturally, the stadium of such a successful club must conform to the most
modern FIFA standards. For fast and secure access, the Al-Ahli Stadium was
equipped wit the internationally proven handshake system from SKIDATA that
reliably provides for automated control. handshake has already proven itself and
is already taking over the access control in other stadiums in Saudi Arabia.
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Al-Ahli Stadium Dubai

Project Details
Installation date

September 2009

Operated by

SELA Sport

POS terminals

26

Ticketing system

WWTS

Checkpoints

12

Handhelds

2

System
application

handshake

Data carriers

Barcode ticket

Fans and guests of the Al-Ahli Football Club in Dubai can enter the stadium
significantly easier, more comfortably and, above all, in good time. SKIDATA access controls ensure fast entry, prevent long wafting times and still are able to
allow only those to enter who have a valid ticket to the game.
Twelve fixed gates and two mobile checkpoints with handhelds are available
to the visitors in the Al-Ahli Stadium Dubai. At every checkpoint, the modern
access system handshake from SKIDATA checks up to 1,000 tickets per hour.
The stadium operators are also taking advantage of SKIDATA‘s Flexible.Cash
with ticketing. VIPs can pass the checkpoints with RFID tickets without noticeable delay. Every ticket can also be provided with multiple entries whereby
handshake reliably provides for the correct billing. The operators profit from significantly better performance with access management and security. You gain
an overview and benefit from the advantages of handshake and Flexible.Cash
for optimal marketing.

Special Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12 Checkpoints
2 mobile checkpoints with handhelds
Flexible.Cash Ticketing
VIP RFID Tickets
Multiple entries bookable on one ticket
Gates are equipped with escape mechanisms
Entire project managed by SKIDATA

As leading provider of access systems, SKIDATA offers with handshake
a user-friendly, multi-application software platform. The open interface
concept makes handshake ideal for stadiums and amusement parks,
as it adapts equally well to new facilities and existing building structures.
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